Disk Expert helps install the new
OS X Mavericks
Oct 23, 2013
Nektony today announces how Disk Expert can help users who are installing OS X Mavericks.
Disk Expert is a fast, intuitive and efficient disk space analyzer and organizer. With no doubts, it is
a useful tool for OS X Mavericks installation. Disk Expert scans any supported drive and helps to
inventory and organize a disk space and remove the useless content from any computer. Disk
Expert integrates with Apple OSX familiar system tools, so the user can preview a file using
QuickLook.
Odessa, Ukraine - Nektony delivers the urgent aid to Macintosh users upgrading to the latest OS
X Mavericks by its Disk Expert App. It is a fast and efficient disk space visual analyst. Disk Expert
quickly scans any supported drive and generates a chart representing the file system.
During installation, many people are faced with the lack of hard drive space for installation. Disk
Expert enables one to inventory and organize disk space and get rid from useless and bulky
content quickly.
Disk Expert allows to scan: Hard Disk Volumes, CD and DVD disks, Flash drives, External storage
disks, and even mounted DMG volumes. The results are represented as a colorful chart (sunburst
diagram) representing the file system. This visual representation helps identify the largest files
and take further steps for optimizing the content of the drive and freeing up disk space. User can
start managing the files shown on the chart immediately after they appear on the screen and
doesn't have to wait until the end of the scanning and analysis process.
Disk Expert integrates with Apple OSX familiar system tools, so the user can preview a file using
QuickLook and get detailed information with minimum clicks.
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System Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.6 or later
* 2.8 MB

Pricing and Availability:
Disk Expert 1.0.1 is $9.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available worldwide
through the Mac App Store in the Utilities category.

About Nektony
Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and
products, and a commitment to release functional, stable and efficient applications for all Mac
fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any
complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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